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Context 

• We are a larger than average Primary school in Blackpool, located in an area of 
deprivation.  
 
We want all our children to ‘flourish’ in reading – to enjoy reading. We want our 
teachers to enjoy reading as much as our children! We know reading is the 
gateway to all learning. 
 
‘The emphasis should not be just on reading well, but also on reading for pleasure, 
as one supports the other’ (EU, 2012:68)  

Explore – 
 

• The Baseline Data told us: 
• Attitudes to reading in KS1 were more positive than in KS2. Almost 40% of 

children in KS1 think reading is ‘ok’. Although KS1 attitudes to reading are 
higher than KS2, this can still be further improved. 

• Time spent reading independently for pleasure in class was not consistent.  
• Teacher’s knowledge of children’s literature was narrow. 
• Our children enjoy reading in different environments (not just at a desk). 
• The range of high quality texts in KS2 was low. 

 
Key areas KS1 V KS2 
Do you like reading?  KS1  

 
Do you like reading? KS2 



 
Are You a Good Reader? KS1 

 
Are you a good reader? KS2 

 
 
Who is your favourite author? KS2 Only: 
Majority of children identified: David Walliams, Jacqueline Wilson, Roald Dahl, J.K. 

Rowling, Dick King Smith. From this data we realised that we wanted to expand staff and 
children’s knowledge of a range of authors and genres. 
 

Prepare 

 



• To broaden staff and children’s knowledge of children’s literature and other 
texts so that staff can use growing expertise to promote a love of reading across 
school. 

• To ensure attitudes to reading in KS2 do not ‘dip!’ 
• Provision for independent reading is consistent throughout school. Teachers 

incorporate:    
• LEADER LEAD 
• INFORMAL 
• SOCIAL 
• TEXTS THAT TEMP  
• This is important as we have high numbers of children in both KS who just think 

reading is ‘ok’.  LIST will therefore provide good ‘hooks’ to increase the 
percentage of children who think reading is better than ‘ok’. 

• We want the culture and ethos across school to promote a love of reading for all. 
• By selecting we  wanted to see these children’s knowledge, enthusiasm and 

access to a range of literature increase. For these children to be motivated to 
discuss the texts they have read to others. 

 
Teachers who love to read – children who love to read. 
 
Research shows that by valuing RfP – dedicating time to it / knowing what your 
children’s reading habits are – we can change attitudes to reading and change life 
chances for our children. 
 
Intention: creating a clear, manageable plan for achieving your RfP aims 

Deliver 
Intention: implementing your development plan and ongoing documentation of impact  
 

Baseline 
where we 
were. 

AIM 1 Strategies set out 

Staff and 
children had 
limited 
knowledge of 
a range of 
children’s 
author, 
characters 
and genres. 

To broaden 
staff and 
children’s 
knowledge 
of children’s 
literature 
and other 
texts so that 
staff can use 
growing 
expertise to 
promote a 
love of 
reading 
across 
school. 

• Staff training / sharing the reading for pleasure 
pedagogy and the baseline results – teachers 
were very honest about their knowledge of 
children’s literature. Poets and author visits. – 
Andy Toze ‘Poet from the Peaks’ day – March 
2022 – Very successful and this was a catalyst 
for children to begin creating own poems in 
little books and wanting to share! Book sale at 
end of day was a huge. 
 

• Change Team created – teachers who love 
reading to share their passion and feedback 
pupil voice / encourage the celebration of 
reading in the environment. 
 
 



 
To ensure 
attitudes to 
reading in 
KS2 do not 
‘dip!’ 

• Investment in a range of new books for KS2 
reading scheme – feedback for parents very 
positive ‘It’s lovely to see new, exciting books 
coming home!’ 

Time spent in 
class to read 
for pleasure 
was not 
consistent. 

AIM 2 Strategies set out for teachers to select and reflect on 
the impact. 
Time set aside for this in every class and senior leaders 
setting the expectations. 

 Provision for 
independent 
reading is 
consistent 
throughout 
school. 
Teachers 
incorporate: 
LEADER 
LEAD 
INFORMAL 
SOCIAL 
TEXTS THAT 
TEMP 

• A consistent time for reading (after lunch for 20 
mins) across school. 

• Children can choose here / how they sit for RfP 
time – we now have a brand new ‘reading 
tepee’ in reception 

• Other ‘incentives’ (depending on the class) 
include, Reading Buddies ,reading rockets, 
StarBooks.  

 
 

 

 
 

Aim 1 Evidence: 
Staff Training: Excerpt from powerpoint: 
Regular staff meetings to share RfP pedagogy and how that translates into classroom 
practice.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Poet Visits – supporting staff knowledge and raising interest in children: 

Reading aloud is an inclusive practice – involves all children of 
all abilities 

Teachers seized informal, unplanned opportunities to read 
aloud at different times of the day, not just from a novel 
tempted chn to read more widely 

Talking about texts gave insight in children’s lives – knowing 
chn better enabled teachers to be more effective in choosing 
and recommencing books. 
Relaxed reading environments with diverse resources 
enabled chn to develop stamina – developing the ‘will’ to 
read.Chn who had been switched off/ reluctant readers 
became drawn in  
15 mins a day – improves chn’s reading abilities 



Our staff enjoyed being involved in the 
poetry sessions and it was great for the children to see them sharing their work on 
stage too. This has helped create more of a ‘community’ feel around sharing work in 
school and being reflective learners. 
 
Change Team: - Staff who love reading themselves came forward to make our Change 
team.  Regular meetings has enabled us to create feedback sessions from phases in 
school and to ensure RfP maintains a high profile. 

 
 
KS2 Book investment 

 
School invested £3,000 in new titles for KS2 readers. The book shelves have had a make 
over. Children have been thrilled to see the new books on the shelf. One child could see 
a book in the maroon band she wanted to read which pushed her to read more at 
home to get to maroon band! 
 

Aim2 Evidence: 
• Children can choose here / how they sit for RfP time – we now have a brand new 

‘reading tepee’ in reception 
 

• Change team created. 
• Meeting to discuss baseline 

data. 
•  Working party to drive RfP. 
• Encouraging staff to talk 

about their experiences with 
reading /as adults and as 
children. 

• Gathering feedback – staff 
room talk about how the 
project is going / how they 
are enjoying RfP time. 

• Staff having understanding of 
the pedagogy of what 
underpins RfP. 

 



 

 
 

• Other ‘incentives’ (depending on the class) include, Reading Buddies ,reading 
rockets, StarBooks.  



 
Texts that temp: Staff favourites – this has enabled more conversations and book 
sharing talks between staff and pupils. 

 
 

 

Review  
We completed the children’s and staff surveys again in June 2021 in order to analyse the 
impact of the project.  
 

Key survey findings 
KS1 
Key findings show that attitudes to reading in KS1 has improved from 
baseline to end of year.  
 
More children now love reading than think it is ‘ok’. More children think 
they are ‘great!’ at the end of the year – most children said they were ‘ok’ in 
September (The colours are confusing ) 
 



More children now read at home regulary with only 4% of KS1 not reading 
regularly at home – we will continue to target this. 
KS2 
KS2 shows that attitudes to reading have become more positive (still with 
room for improvement)  More children now say they ‘love’ reading as 
opposed to ‘it’s OK’. 
 
More children in KS2 now say they are ‘great’ readers rather than ‘good’. 
 
More children now read regularly at home – this has gone up by approx. 
20%. 
 
Teacher’s Findings: 
 
The range of genres /texts available in classrooms has widened and the 
choice of texts is now more balanced –i.e. not now novel heavy. 
 
The time spent reading independently in classes now shows more time is 
given – i.e. no one now does it for 5 minutes or less. 
 
Time to read independently now happens everyday (100%) as opposed to 
approx. 50% doing it everyday in September, 
 
In September approx.90% of children regularly chose what they read – this is 
now 100% 
 
Time to talk informally to peers and staff about what the children read has 
increased. ‘Rarely’ and ‘never’ are now 0% (opposed to approx. 35% in 
September) 
 
How often teachers recommend texts to children has increased. ‘In 
September around 30% of tears ‘rarely’ or ‘never’ recommend texts to 



children whereas as now 100% now recommend texts.

 

 



 



 



 

 
Focus Children Strories: 



 
The children mentioned here have all moved from WT to EXS in reading this year.  

 
Sustain 
 



 
 
Continue to track the focus children next year to ensure these children continue 
on their ‘love for reading’ journey. 
 
Use the focus children as ambassadors – to share their reading with others and 
encourage other ‘can but won’t’ readers in school. 
 
Change Team to continue to meet regularly to maintain RfP profile in school and 
develop the culture further. 

 

 


